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INTRODUCTION

•
•
•
•

A lot of time working in sitting position
Back problem issues arise (up to 80% of getting it)
Related market growing (50 billion $ per year in US)
IT and sensing technology development
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INTRODUCTION

Feedback
System

USER

Sensing Device

Application
•

Designing various prototypes to build multi-platform

•

Developing prototypes with novel approach and open accessibility

•

Simple qualitative studies to drag insights for future work
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RELATED WORK : POSTURE AWARENESS
1) Wearable Therapist : Sensing Garments to Improve Posture
BY Holger Harms et al.(UbiComp 2009)

2) Smart Health-care Belt
BY KAIST (SK Challenge 2013)

3) Lumo Back and Lumo Lift
BY LumoBodyTech (2011)

1)

2)
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3)

RESEARCH QUESTION & CONSIDERATION

RESEARCH QUESTION
“What Would be Proper System for Better Posture Awareness?”

CONSIDERATION
1.

How can we track the posture?

2.

Which would be a good way of giving feedback?

3.

What application can we use to motivate people for long-term use?

ON EACH PHASE
Related Work

Personal Approach
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Prototyping

PHASE 1 : POSTURE SENSING
1) Sensing Chair Using FSR Sensors
BY Hong Z. Tan et al.(IEEE 2001)

2) Sit Straight : A Human Posture Alarm
BY Alejandro Jaimes et al. (CARPE ‘05)

3) Wearable Monitoring of Seated Posture
BY Lucy E. Dunne et al.(IEEE 2008)

1)

2)
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3)

PHASE 1 : WEARABLE TRACKING DEVICE
Wearable tracking device that can be
attached on user’s back
;The device tracks how much the user is bending their
back with sensors and transfer the data and the signal
wirelessly to other formats such as a desktop or a
smartphone.
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PHASE 1 : PROTOTYPING

The prototype is consisted of a
gyro sensor(MPU-6050), a CPU
board(Arduino Pro mini), a
bluetooth module(HC-06) and a
lithium battery.

The prototype has been covered
with 3d printed case and extra
feature has been added such
as a LED status indicator and a
calibration button.
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Trying to make circuit more
smaller to be prototype of
compact size.

PHASE 2 : FEEDBACK SYSTEM
1) To Buzz or Not to Buzz : Improving awareness through Haptic
BY Rose Johnson et al.(CHI 2010)

2) perFrames : Persuasive Picture Frames for the Posture
BY Christoph Obermair et al. (PERSUASIVE 2008)

3) Finding the Right Way for Interrupting People
BY Michael Haller et al. (INTERACT 2011)

2)

1)
3)
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PHASE 2 : AMBIENT FLOWER-SHAPED AVATAR

!

!
>>>

Physical avatar interacting with a user, using data from user’s back
;Physical avatar bends its stem mimicking user’s back posture to send ambient cues.
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PHASE 2 : PROTOTYPING

The prototype is mainly
consisted of a Servo
motor(MPU-6050), a CPU
board(Arduino Uno), a LED
strap, a piezo speaker and a
USB port cable.
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PHASE 2 : PROTOTYPING

The flower avatar can emulate the users’ postures with great level of details by bending the stem up to 50° (A, B,
C). Colors and flashing lights are also used to indicate both incorrect postures (A, B, C) and long sitting sessions (D).
Finally, the stem animation suggests users that they should perform a stretching exercise (E).
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PHASE 3 : MOTIVATION DRIVER
1) NeckGraffe : A Postural Awareness System
BY Rushil Khurana et al.(CHI 2014)

2) Limber : Exploring Motivation in a Workplace ExerGame
BY Derek Neil et al. (CSCW 2013)

3) Lumo Back and Lumo Lift
BY LumoBodyTech (2011)

2)
3)

1)
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SOLUTION ( for Motivation )

Game-like Designed Application
;Psychological Motivation Driver consisted of Game Mechanics
like Avatar Growing & Mission Giving related to Avatar

Score & Level
Digial Avatar

Sub Menu
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PROTOTYPING

1) Digital Avatar with Physical Metaphor;
Physical resemblance and color metaphor are used
in creating digital avatar which allows more
powerful effect to user. Aavatar.
2) Point & Level System;
Points the user gets in application are divided into
three categories which are temporarily point,
possessive point, and accumulative point that are
for increasing Level and acquiring final scores.
3) Nurturing Simulation System;
The nurturing system helps the user to be more into
digital avatar. We tried to visualize accumulated
data of the user in more contextual and pleasurable
way with proper graphic interface and interaction of
nurturing system.
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PROTOTYPING

4) Market and Customization System;
The user can customize digital avatar by changing
its shape, color or pot to increase attachment
which finally will motivate the user more.
5) Mission and Based on a Context
We designed mission and which has contextual
sense to draw certain actions from the user which
would lead them to use application more.
6) Garden System
To encourage user’s long-term usage, we
implemented garden system to create Game Loop
inside of the application.
*The prototype is coded in Processing and can be
connected to and get data from the wearable
prototype of Phase 1.
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EVALUATION DESIGN

TARGET
The evaluation has been implemented on all prototypes of each phases.
The test included a brief interview and a SUS(System Usability Scale) test as a pilot study.
The test was focused on evaluating the form factor of the wearable prototype in qualitative way
and somewhat quantitative way.
PARTICIPANTS
Subjects were total 6 people who were familiar with wearable devices and IT technologies.
PROCEDURE
1. Instruction : we explained subjects about how the prototype works. (5min)
2. Exploring : subjects spent time freely using and experiencing the prototype (10min)
3. Interview : subjects were asked to answer to couple questions and give opinion about the
prototype. (10min)
4. SUS Test (5min)
The total time of the test was one and a half hour for each subject. ( 30 min for each phase. )
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DISCUSSION
INTERVIEW
•

Most of participants were positive to the system, mainly because of its looking
(e.g. physical flower avatar, digital flower avatar.), although they were curious
about why we set avatar shape as a flower.

•

They were pleased about an idea of using avatar as a core value of the system.

•

Some participants were concerned about the accuracy of the wearable prototype.

•

Additionally completeness issues of the prototypes were on the table, such as
noise level, or brightness of the ambient prototype or little contents of the
application prototype.
SUS TEST ( *Sample)
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FUTURE WORK

•

•
•

Upgrading prototype for user study(e.g. more
contents for the application prototype, smaller
circuit and compact casing for the wearable
prototype and ambient avatar prototype)
Designing Quantitative Test on each Phase
Experiment implementation to check
Cooperation Effect of the Platform
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THANK YOU
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